
Because our nation’s heroes deserve 
a drug-free, non-invasive option for 
pain relief. 

Freedom from chronic 
and post-operative pain
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Long-Lasting Relief of Chronic 
and Post-operative Pain

Avazzia’s prescription-level pain relief devices 
incorporate proprietary Bio-Electric Stimulation 
Technology (B.E.S.T.®) for the relief of chronic, 
intractable, post-traumatic and post-operative 
pain associated with medically-diagnosed 
conditions. The smart microcurrent devices 
safely and effectively stimulate the body’s natural 
response to pain, without drugs, injections or 
surgery – providing relief up to 12 hours.

BEST-RSI® and PRO-SPORT ULTRA®

Proprietary Reaction 
Technology 

Each person’s body is 
different. Our interactive 
waveform changes in 
response to the patient’s 
particular tissue changes. 



Managing chronic and acute pain is a time-
consuming process for patients and their 
healthcare providers. Consistent use of 
Avazzia’s microcurrent technology is shown 
to reduce, or in some cases, eliminate the 
need for pain medications. In addition, 
patients with reduced pain require fewer 
office visits to address this concern.

Reduce or Eliminate Pain 
Medications

Collaborating with Tier 1 
VHA Research Affiliates

Baylor College of Medicine, UT Southwestern 
Medical Center and Stanford University 
School of Medicine are currently evaluating 
new uses of Avazzia’s bio-electric device 
(study device is FDA-cleared for pain relief).



Real-Time Data of Therapy Progress

Promoting Patient Compliance

Dr. Brian Lepow
Baylor College of Medicine
“Effective clinically with 
a user-friendly design 
making at-home 
application simplistic 
for our patients thus 
increasing compliance.” 

Avazzia’s reaction technology measures and 
displays data related to tissue impedance, 
conductivity and rate of reaction. This unique 
process reduces accommodation and facilitates 
the display of real-time, actionable data. This 
data assists physicians in understanding their 
patient’s progress and encourages compliance 
with their treatment plan.
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Providing pain relief without drugs or surgery 
since 2004, Dallas-based Avazzia designs, 
manufactures, markets and distributes 
scientifically advanced, medical devices for 
the management of pain. Designed and 
manufactured in the U.S., Avazzia’s medical 
devices are sold across the globe.

Avazzia’s products are U.S. FDA 510(k) 
cleared and incorporate patented bio-
electric stimulation technology (B.E.S.T).

Visit GSAAdvantage.gov and search 
“Avazzia” for all available medical devices.

The Power of Pain Relief 
in the Palm of Your Hand
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